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This CD draws on its Appalchian roots, providing a mix of bluegrass, country and folk, as well as a little

rock'n'roll thrown into the mix. These original songs are miniature stories with powerful lyrics and

instrumentation.. 13 MP3 Songs FOLK: Power-folk, COUNTRY: Bluegrass Details: This Cd is great!! It

covers bluegrass, country and folk, as well as jazz and rock n roll. The lyrics are fantastic and deep. The

originals that these two brothers have recorded on this Cd are diverse and are miniature stories. You will

enjoy listening to this dream come true for Greg and Paul Lowe. They have been playing and writing

together for 25 years! You will be impressed with their talent, and the musicians from both Finland and

the U.S.A have given this CD a fantastic flavor. Order it today and you will be glad you did!! Greg lives in

Helsinki Finland and Paul lives in Ohio, and this Cd was recorded in both location as the two brothers

traveled back and forth on visits. Greg works for Yle Radio and Television in Helsinki and Paul has his

own business in Ohio. Greg has a Doctorial in Communications and Paul has a Degree in Education.

They have been running bands together for many years but have now gotten the money and opportunity

to start recording their songs together at last! It's a dream come true for two boys who grew up in the

appalachian hills of Sidney Kentucky. The background of their lives is clearly seen in this record as each

song tells a small part of their adventures and experiences. The songs sound like the music of Johnny

Cash, Bob Dylan, Tom T. Hall and Harry Chapin in style and depth. Every song on this CD is avalible for

you to sample, so Enjoy!!
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